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Layers of two-dimensional materials stacked with a small twist-angle give rise to beating
periodic patterns on a scale much larger than the original lattice, referred to as a “moiré
superlattice”. When the stacking involves more than two layers with independent twist
angles between adjacent layers it generates “moiré of moiré” superlattices, with multiple
length scales that control the system’s behavior. Here, we demonstrate these effects of a highorder moiré superlattice in twisted trilayer graphene with the twist angles chosen to be equal,
at ~ 3.06°. We report superconducting and correlated insulating states near the half filling of
the moiré of moiré superlattice at a carrier density (~ 1010 cm-2) significantly lower than any
previously-reported superconductor1. Moreover, the temperature dependence of the
measured resistances at full-occupancy (ν = -4 and ν = 4) states are semi-metallic, distinct
from the insulating behavior of the twisted bilayer systems2–4, providing a first
demonstration of emergent superconductivity from single-particle states that correspond to
continuous, non-isolated flat-bands. Compared to twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG)2–8, we

find robust superconductivity with Tc ~ 3.4 K despite the extremely low carrier density. Our
findings imply that phonons9,10 may play a bigger role than flat bands and singular density
of states11–13 in bringing about the correlated behavior.
We report on a novel twisted trilayer graphene (tTLG) system with two independently
controlled twist angles, in which three pieces of monolayer graphene are transferred on top of each
other with equal twist angles of 3.06° (fig. 1a) between adjacent layers. In this platform, a “moiré
of moiré superlattice” is formed by the interference of two sets of misaligned twisted bilayer
superlattices (the 1-2 and 2-3 layer pairs) with the same moiré periodicity. The twist angle of 3.06o
is obtained from the carrier density at half-filling by assuming the two twist angles are exactly
equal, consistent with the experimental design for this device (see Supplementary Information for
details). The full trilayer stack is encapsulated in hexagonal boron nitride, and bubble-free regions
of a few µm in size are identified in which the interlayer relative twist is expected to be constant
and homogeneous. The samples are then etched down to 3 µm × 3.5 µm size with a 1D edge
contact defined at each corner (fig. 1b), allowing van der Pauw type 4-probe transport
measurements. Our electronic structure calculations (fig. 1d-f) show a large enhancement of the
density of states when the twist angles are equal, with no band gaps introduced by the moiré
superlattice.
The closely related, but much simpler twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) system exhibits
unconventional correlated phases including Mott insulator3 and superconducting states2 at a
“magic angle” twist near 1.08°. In this special bilayer configuration, two sets of isolated flat
electronic bands emerge near the Fermi energy14,15 which are commonly believed to lie at the heart
of correlated behavior. The discovery of this intriguing correlated physics in tBLG sparked
extensive theoretical9,10,16,17 and experimental investigations18,19 into van der Waals (vdW)

heterostructures, with emphasis on understanding the microscopic mechanism of the strong
correlation and extending the model system to other twisted bilayer systems that involve
graphene20–22 or other layered materials like the transition metal dichalcogenides23.
Recent theoretical works have proposed twisted trilayer graphene as a new platform for
studying correlated states in vdW heterostructures. X. Li et al.24 and S. Carr et al.25 investigated
trilayer graphene geometries with a single twist angle between the middle and outer layers, which
has a larger magic angle compared to tBLG and can host concurrently flat-bands and Dirac states.
C. Mora et al.26 and B.Amorin and E.V. Castro27 consider twisted trilayer graphene with two twist
angles, showing that this system is a perfect metal.
To study the electronic properties of our tTLG device, we carried out electronic structure
calculations based on a low-energy expansion around the Dirac point (see Supplementary
Information for details). The system is generally incommensurate due to the presence of the third
layer, which significantly increases the possible couplings between momentum states28. As a result,
a large number of interspersed, folded bands appear near the Fermi level. When the two twist
angles are equal, there is a range of values near 2° at which the bands near the Fermi level become
quite flat. An example band structure of tTLG with different line cuts in momentum space is shown
in figure 1d-e, exhibiting the bands with relatively low dispersion near the charge neutrality point.
Another key observation is that the band structure is gapless and the low-energy, flat-band
manifold is not isolated from the rest28. Figure 1f shows the corresponding normalized density of
states (DOS). Due to the hybridization between the two bilayer moiré supercells, the tTLG system
exhibits a more singular density of states and a smaller bandwidth compared to the tBLG at the
same twist angle. The magnitude of the DOS near the tTLG magic angle is comparable to tBLG
near its magic angle but with a slightly larger bandwidth (see Supplementary Information for a

more detailed comparison with tBLG). However, due to the connected bands in the system, tTLG
does not have a sharp singularity in the density of states or perfectly flat bands as in magic angle
tBLG.
Figure 2a shows the measured four-probe resistance at zero magnetic field, as a function of
carrier density and temperature. At a carrier density around 3.11 × 1010 cm−2 , we observe that
the resistance first decreases (corresponding to metallic behavior) from 20 K to 4 K, and then
increases (insulating behavior) from 4 K down to 10 mK. We identify this to be the correlated
insulator state corresponding to the half-filling, similar to that in tBLG2,4. Two superconducting
domes are also found on either side of the half-filling insulating state below the same critical
temperature Tc ~ 4 K, which implies that correlated phases emerge below this critical temperature
in our device. The span of the superconducting domes, as well as the carrier density at which each
state was found, is about two orders of magnitude smaller than those in all the previously reported
twisted bilayer systems. The low carrier density suggests that the observed correlated states are
near the half-filling of the tTLG moiré of moiré supercell (instead of the simple moiré supercells
from either the 1-2-layer pair or the 2-3-layer pair in our tTLG device), which we estimate to be
two orders of magnitude larger in area compared to the previously-reported tBLG moiré supercell.
The carrier density for superconductivity is lower than any previously reported superconductor in
general, not limited to the moiré systems.
Figure 2b shows resistance as a function of temperature, demonstrating a smooth metalsuperconductor transition. Figure 2c provides further evidence of superconductivity by showing
4-probe differential resistance as a function of carrier density and applied DC bias at T = 3 K. Zero
differential resistance states exist in two domes symmetrically against the zero bias, which is a
signature of the superconducting behavior. The critical current Jc of the superconducting state at

the higher doping is also visibly smaller, consistent with the observation in fig. 2a. The I-V
characteristics (discussed also later in connection to fig. 4c) imply a critical current Jc at 200 nA
even at 3 K, several times higher than the value previously reported for tBLG, Jc ~ 50 nA at 0.07
K 2 Moreover, as the temperature increases above Tc, the I-V characteristics (fig. 2d) evolve from
cubic-like dependence (superconducting state) to linear dependence (normal state), as expected
from the BKT model of 2D superconductivity29. The power-law of each I-V curve taken at different
temperatures indicates a BKT transition temperature of TBKT ~ 3.4 K (fig. 2d inset), several times
larger than the previously reported value TBKT ~ 1.0 K for tBLG systems2,4 .
The simple addition of the third graphene layer, from tBLG to tTLG, seems to significantly
enhance the superconductivity, despite lowering the superconducting carrier density by nearly two
orders of magnitude. This suggests that electron-phonon coupling could be responsible for the
correlated behavior, as higher-frequency phonon modes9,30 are expected from the longer
wavelength moiré of moiré superlattices in our tTLG device. Another possible aspect, benefit from
the extremely low carrier density31–34, is formation of Bose-Einstein condensate. Finally, in tTLG,
atomic relaxation due to strain introduced by the relative twist, localizes electrons at the AAA
spots28, which may enhance the electron localization due to an enlarged periodicity. Stronger
localization implies a larger U and a smaller t/U ratio in a Hubbard-model picture, where t is
roughly the flat band width and U is the Coulomb repulsion strength. Therefore, the bandwidth in
tTLG does not have to nearly vanish for electron correlation to be important. However, in order to
pin down the exact mechanism responsible for the observed correlation in tTLG, future
experimental investigations beyond the transport measurements reported here are required. For
example, a scanning transmission microscopy study could be used to determine the magnitude of
U to evaluate the contribution from electron correlation35.

Figure 3a shows the measured resistance R (in Ω) as a function of temperature spanning the
entire range of band occupancy on the electron and hole sides. Resistance peaks are observed at
all even fillings, as expected. To clearly demonstrate the temperature dependence of each filling,
the measured conductance is plotted as a function of carrier density at different temperatures (fig.
3b) and as a function of temperature at each signature filling factor (fig. 3c). The filling factor is
defined as ν = n/(ns/4), in which n is the carrier density controlled by silicon backgate, and ns =
6.22 × 1010 cm−2 is the carrier density corresponding to four charge carrier per moiré of moiré

unit cell (full-occupancy). At ν = -4 and ν = 4, the measured resistance is similar to that of the
charge neutrality point (ν = 0) and displays a very weak metallic temperature dependence (more
conducting at lower temperature), distinct from previously reported highly insulating gap states at

ν = -4 and 4 in tBLG2–4,36 and tDBLG20,21. This observation is consistent with our electronic
structure result that the twisted trilayer graphene is gapless and provides the first experimental
evidence that superconductivity can arise from non-isolated flat electronic bands.
In contrast to the semi-metallic behavior of the states at full occupancy, the states at half-filling
exhibit a strong insulator-like temperature dependence (fig. 3c), with an activation gap of 0.168
meV at ν = -2 states (see Supplementary Information for details), consistent with the observed
metal-insulator transition near ~ 3 K. The definition of insulator here is in the context of the
temperature dependence only, the absolute value of the measured resistance at half-filling is in fact
lower than that of semi-metallic full-occupancy and zero-occupancy states. The superconductivity
states are particle-hole asymmetric. Two superconducting domes are observed (corresponding to
fig. 2) near ν = -2, while two resistance dips instead of superconductivity are found near v=2 filling
(labeled as ν = 2- and ν = 2+) with strong metallic temperature dependence (fig. 3c). The widths of
all resistance peaks including the charge neutrality points are on the order of 1010 cm-2, suggesting

state-of-the-art device quality, necessary for resolving the moiré of moiré correlated states.
Assuming the two twist angles are exactly equal as intended by design, we surmise a twist
angle of ~ 3.06o from the carrier density at half-filling, consistent with the experimental parameters
for this device (see Supplementary Information for detail) as well as our expectations from
theoretical considerations. The latter suggest that strong band hybridization leads to band flattening
and reduction of bandwidth when the twist angles are equal or nearly equal. The slight discrepancy
between the experimental magic angle and the predicted angle in our device can be attributed to
several realistic scenarios. First, instead of a single magic angle, there is a range of angles near 2°
at which the bands near the Fermi level flatten, similar to the magic angle value from continuum
theory previously reported in twisted bilayer WSe2 devices23. Moreover, in a realistic device, the
two twist angles could differ slightly, which would give rise to a very different dominant moiré of
moiré length. In addition, the in-plane lattice relaxation has not been accounted for in our electronic
structure calculations, which is known to change the magic angle in tBLG37,38. Finally, as
suggested earlier, the density of states in tTLG is never as singular as at the magic-angle structure
in tBLG, and it may not need to behave as such, due to enhanced electron localization and Coulomb
interactions. While our calculation finds the band to be narrowest near 2°, strong correlation may
exist in a wider range of twist angles.
Figures 4a,b show magneto-transport data for the tTLG system. Due to the van der Paaw device
geometry, the transport data is symmetrized to isolate the longitudinal resistances. The distances
between each fan of even filling are as narrow as ~1010 cm-2, comparable to the narrowest width
of the Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillation in even the highest quality graphene devices39. As
expected from the extremely small density span between our -4, 0, 4 insulator states, the magnetotransport in our tTLG device (figs. 4a, b) displays several sets of nearly overlapping Hofstadter

butterfly patterns due to several sets of Landau fan diagrams in extreme proximity with each
other40. In addition to the experimentally-limited resolution of 1010 cm-2, the indistinguishable
Landau fans are also a signature of the tTLG systems due to their incommensurate nature even in
the continuum limit, which means a small change in the twist angle generally does not correspond
to a smooth change in the length scale. As a result, the systems are likely to have multiple important
length scales. While we estimated the dominant twist angles to be equal at 3.06° based on the
filling factor, we expect the twist angle to have slight spatial variation in a realistic device41. In
contrast to tBLG, where a distribution of twist angles will simply result in an uncertainty in the
origin of the Landau levels (broadening of the satellite fans), the slight spatial variation of the twist
angles in tTLG can lead to widely separated moiré of moiré lengths28. As a result, the Landau fans
cannot be traced back to a single origin. Despite the complicated Hofstadter butterfly pattern, a
superconducting dome can be identified (dashed line in fig. 4b) in which zero-resistance states
exist up to ~ 500 mT.
In conclusion, we have constructed a moiré of moiré superlattice in twisted trilayer graphene.
The electronic structure of this geometry does not exhibit either a density of states with diverging
behavior, or isolated flat bands, features that are connected and believed to lie at the heart of moiré
superconductivity in the simpler twisted bilayer graphene geometry.

Despite these major

differences, correlated insulating states are found at half-filling of electronic bands in the moiré of
moiré superlattice of our tTLG device, near which superconducting states have also been
demonstrated at a record-low (compared to any superconducting material) carrier density of ~ 3.11
× 1010 cm-2 and with a record-high (compared to other moiré systems, especially those based on
monolayer graphene) critical temperature of TBKT ~ 3.4 K. This last observation raises the
possibility that the moiré superconductivity in tTLG is related to BCS-like or BEC-like

mechanisms instead of electron correlation due to highly-degenerate electronic flat bands. In
contrast to all previously reported twisted bilayer systems, we report that full occupancy (ν = -4
and ν = 4) corresponds to semi-metallic and gapless behavior. This demonstrates that an isolated
flat-band is not required for the emergence of the superconductivity as long as strong correlation
exists near half-filling. Our results on correlated behavior in tTLG represent unexpected behavior
in sharp contrast to widely held beliefs about moiré superconductivity and raise interesting issues
on its microscopic origin.
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Figure 1. Moiré of Moiré Superlattices in Twisted-Trilayer-Graphene (tTLG). (a) Schematic of the
hBN-encapsulated twisted trilayer graphene device. Three individual pieces of monolayer graphene are
transferred on top of each other, twisted by 3.09° with respect to the previous layer (i.e., θ12 = θ23 =
3.09° ). (Inset) Optical microscope image of the device. (b) Atomic positions in twisted trilayer graphene
at a set of commensurate angles θ12 = θ23 = 9.43° demonstrating the moiré of moiré superlattice. Light
green parallelogram: moiré of moiré supercell. (Inset) Zoom-in of the area inside the black box showing
the bilayer moiré pattern. The top shows only layers 1 and 2; the bottom shows only layers 2 and 3; the
red and blue parallelograms show the bilayer moiré supercells between layers 1 and 2 and layers 2 and 3
respectively. Both black scale bars indicate the length scale of 10 Å. (c) Monolayer Brillouin zone of the
three individual layers (top) and the bilayer moiré Brillouin zone formed between adjacent bilayer pairs
(bottom). High symmetry points are labelled by letters. K and K′ and related by time reversal symmetry.
(d) Band structure at θ12 = θ23 = 2° along the high symmetry line indicated by the dashed line in (c).
Colors indicate the projected weight onto the state at the center momentum in each layer. Red: layer 1;
blue: layer 2; green: layer 3. The color scale is shown in the triangular colormap, with the corners of the
triangles showing weight purely from a single layer. (f) same as (e), along a different high symmetry line
in the layers 1 and 2 bilayer moiré Brillouin zone. (f) Normalized density of states corresponding to (d)
and (e).

Figure 2. Temperature and Bias Characteristics of Superconductivity. (a) Measured 4-probe
resistance as a function of carrier density and temperature. At half-filling of the moiré of moiré
superlattice (n ~ -3.22 × 1010 cm-2), correlated insulating behavior is observed with two adjacent
superconducting domes. (b) Differential resistance as the function of temperature near the center of
the right superconducting dome. (c) Differential resistance as a function of carrier density and DC
bias offset at 3 K. Zero resistance states symmetric against zero bias exist up to Jc ~ 200 nA. (d) I-V
characteristics at different temperatures, near the center of the right superconducting dome. The I-V
curve power law exponent goes from 1 to 3 as temperature decreases, as expected by the BKT model
of 2D superconductivity. (Inset) The temperature dependence of the power law exponent α, from
which a critical temperature TBKT ~ 3.4 K is extracted.

Figure 3. Insulating and Semimetal Behavior at Even Fillings of Moiré of Moiré Superlattices. (a)
Measured 4-probe resistance as a function of temperature and carrier density, resistance peaks are
observed at all even fillings ν = n/(ns/4) = -4, -2, 0, 2, 4, in which n is the carrier density controlled by
silicon backgate, and ns = 6.22 x 1010 cm-2 is the carrier density corresponding to four charge carrier
per moiré of moiré unit cell (full-occupancy). (b) Line traces of 4-probe conductance as a function of
carrier density taken at different temperatures and (c) resistance at each even filling as a function of
temperature. The full-occupancy states (ν = +/- 4) have a similar resistance and a weak temperature
dependence, compared to the semi-metallic charge neutrality point (ν = 0), confirming the absence of a
band gap at the full-occupancy. The ν = -2 half-filling states exhibit metallic (insulating) behavior as
the measured conductance raises (lowers) at the temperature above (below) Tc ~ 3K, and two resistance
dips in its vicinity evolve abruptly to superconducting states as temperature decreases. The ν = 2 halffilling states do not show strong activation behavior. Two resistance dips are also observed nearby and
show strong metallic behavior as temperature lowers, but never become superconducting.

Figure 4. Magneto-Transport at Larger Carrier Density Span. (a) Resistance (R, in kΩ) as a
function of magnetic field (B, in T) and a large range of carrier density (n, in 1012 cm-2). Zero resistance
states are only observed in a very small density range near zero carrier density. (b) Magneto-transport
data in a smaller range of carrier density, displaying a very complicated Hofstadter butterfly pattern, in
which zero resistance states exist up to ~ 500 mT.

